
 

 

 
Abstract—We present a prioritized, limited multi-server processor 

sharing (PS) system where each server has various capacities, and N 
(≥2) priority classes are allowed in each PS server. In each prioritized, 
limited server, different service ratio is assigned to each class request, 
and the number of requests to be processed is limited to less than a 
certain number. Routing strategies of such prioritized, limited 
multi-server PS systems that take into account the capacity of each 
server are also presented, and a performance evaluation procedure for 
these strategies is discussed. Practical performance measures of these 
strategies, such as loss probability, mean waiting time, and mean 
sojourn time, are evaluated via simulation. In the PS server, at the 
arrival (or departure) of a request, the extension (shortening) of the 
remaining sojourn time of each request receiving service can be 
calculated by using the number of requests of each class and the 
priority ratio. Utilising a simulation program which executes these 
events and calculations, the performance of the proposed prioritized, 
limited multi-server PS rule can be analyzed. From the evaluation 
results, most suitable routing strategy for the loss or waiting system is 
clarified. 

 
Keywords—Processor sharing, multi-server, various capacity, N 

priority classes, routing strategy, loss probability, mean sojourn time, 
mean waiting time, simulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ROCESSOR sharing (PS) is important for evaluating the 
performance of a variety of resource allocation 

mechanisms. In PS, if there are n (> 0) requests in a single- 
server system, each request receives 1/n of the server capacity; 
no arriving request has to wait for service because it is served 
promptly, even if the service rate becomes slow. Thus, the 
sojourn time of each request that receives service in the server 
is n times the service time. The PS paradigm emerged as an 
idealization of Round-Robin (RR) scheduling algorithms in 
time-shared computer systems. A PS discipline with a priority 
structure has already been proposed, wherein a larger service 
ratio is allocated to requests with higher-priority. To prevent an 
increase in the sojourn time of each request in a prioritized 
single-server PS paradigm, and to realize a realistic sharing 
model, a method for limiting the number of requests that 
receive service is essential. In the prioritized, limited PS server, 
a high-priority request is allocated a service ratio that is m 
(called the priority ratio) times greater than that of a 
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low-priority request. Moreover, the sum of the number of 
requests that receive service is restricted to a fixed value. An 
arriving request that cannot receive service due to this 
restriction is queued in the waiting room (waiting system) or 
rejected (loss system). 

Communication services, such as web server farms, database 
systems, and grid computing clusters, routinely employ 
multi-server systems to provide a range of services to their 
customers. An important issue in such multi-server systems is 
to determine which server an arriving request should be routed 
to in order to optimize a given performance criterion. 
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a prioritized, limited 
multi-server PS system where each server can have various 
capacities, and N (≥2) priority classes are allowed in each PS 
server. Routing strategies of such prioritized, limited 
multi-server PS systems that take the capacity of each server 
into account are also proposed. The performance evaluation 
procedure of these strategies is discussed, and practical 
performance measures such as loss probability, mean waiting 
time in the service waiting queue, and mean sojourn time are 
evaluated via simulation. Based on the evaluation results, we 
discern the most suitable routing strategies of the prioritized, 
limited PS system that includes multi-servers with various 
capacities and requests of N priority classes.  

Under the PS rule, when a request either arrives or departs 
from the PS server, the remaining sojourn time of other requests 
currently receiving service is extended or reduced, respectively. 
This extension or reduction of the sojourn time is calculated by 
using the number of requests of each class and the priority ratio. 
Employing a simulation program to execute these events and 
calculations allow us to analyze the prioritized, limited 
multi-server PS rule, which is realistic in a time-sharing system 
(TSS) with a sufficiently small time slot. 

The PS rule, an idealization of quantum-based RR 
scheduling at the limit where quantum size becomes 
infinitesimal, has been the subject of many papers [1]-[4]. A 
limited PS system and a prioritized, limited PS system, in 
which the number of requests receiving service is restricted to a 
fixed value, have been proposed, and the performance of these 
systems has been analyzed [5], [6]. Load-balancing strategies 
for multi-class multi-server PS systems with a Poisson input 
stream and heterogeneous service rates have also been 
investigated [7]-[12]. However, routing strategies for 
prioritized, limited multi-server PS systems where each server 
can have various capacities, and N (≥2) priority classes are 
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allowed in each PS server are scarce; a performance evaluation 
procedure for these strategies have also not been investigated.  

II. PRIORITIZED, LIMITED MULTI-SERVER PS SYSTEM 

INCLUDING SERVERS WITH VARIOUS CAPACITIES 

A. System Concept 

In a prioritized, limited multi-server PS system, an arriving 
request enters the dispatcher, which routes the request to each 
prioritized, limited PS server according to a predetermined 
strategy (Fig. 1). Suppose that there are N classes, and an 
arriving request, which is routed to server h, encounters nhj 
class-j requests (including the arriving request). Furthermore, 
let mj ( 	1) denote the priority ratio of the class-j request, SFC 
( ∞) denote the service facility capacity, and Ch denote the 
capacity ratio of server h to the reference server. According to 
the proposed prioritized, limited multi-server PS rule, if 
( ∑ m ∗n ) / Ch ≤ SFC, an arriving class-k request 

individually and simultaneously receives mk / ∑ m ∗n  of 
the capacity of server h. When a server satisfying 
(∑ m ∗n 	 	/ Ch ≤ SFC does not exist, the arriving request 
is queued in the corresponding class waiting room prepared in 
the dispatcher or rejected. The service time of a request in 
server h is given by the service time of the request in the server 
with capacity ratio one (the reference server) divided by Ch. In 
the waiting system, when the service for a request ends in one 
of the servers, another request is obtained from the service 
waiting queue and is routed to this server.  

B. Routing Strategies 

The following three routing strategies are considered, and 
their performances are compared. 

1. Remaining Service Time Strategy 

In this strategy, at the arrival of a request, the sum of the 
remaining service time (RST) of each class request currently 
receiving service for each server is evaluated. An arriving 
request is routed to the server that satisfies ∑ m ∗n ) / Ch 
≤ SFC and has the smallest RST sum.  

2. Normalized Service Capacity Strategy 

In this strategy, at the arrival of a class-k request, the value of 
Ch* mk / 	 ∑ m ∗ n 	 for server h, which is called the 
normalized service capacity (NSC) that can be allocated to this 
request, is evaluated. An arriving request is routed to the server 
that satisfies ∑ m ∗n ) / Ch ≤ SFC and has the largest NSC 

value. 

3. Normalized Number of Requests Strategy 

In this strategy, at the arrival of a request, the value of 
∑ n ) / Ch for server h, which is called the normalized 

number of requests (NNR) that receive service, is evaluated. An 
arriving request is routed to the server that satisfies 
(∑ m ∗n ) / Ch ≤ SFC and has the smallest NNR value. 

 

Fig. 1 Evaluation model 
 
For these three strategies, when plural servers with the same 

RST sum, NSC, or NNR exist, a server is chosen from these 
servers with the same probability to route new arriving 
requests. 

C. Extension or Reduction of the Remaining Sojourn (or 
Service) Time 

At the arrival of a request to server h, the remaining sojourn 
time of this request is determined based on the service time of 
this request and the server capacity given to it. The service time 
is inversely proportional to the capacity ratio of server h (see 
Section A). For example, when a class-k request arrives at 
server h, if nhj class-j requests (including the arriving request) 
are served in this server, m /∑ m ∗n 	 of this server 
capacity is given to the request from this time, until the arrival 
(or departure) of the next request. The sojourn time of an 
arriving class-k request Sak is then given by: 

 

Sak = (Srk / Ch) *	∑ m ∗n 	/	m 			                                    (1) 
 
where Srk represents the service time of an arriving class-k 
request in the reference server. 

Moreover, at the arrival of a request, the server capacity 
given to each request currently receiving service decreases 
owing to the increase in the number of requests that share the 
server capacity. The ratio of the sojourn time of each request 
before and after the arrival of a request is equal to the inverse 
ratio of the server capacity given to each request before and 
after the request’s arrival. For example, when a class-k request 
arrives 
m /	 ∑ m ∗n m ∗ n 1 ∑ m ∗n 		 of 
the server capacity is given to the class-i request that receives 
service by this time, but from this time until the arrival (or 
departure) of the next request, 	m / ∑ m ∗n  is given to a 
class-i request. Therefore, the remaining sojourn time Sni of 
each class-i request after this class-k request arrives is then 
extended as: 

 
Sni = Soi ∗ ∑ m ∗n 	/	 	∑ m ∗n m ∗ n 1

∑ m ∗n 	    (2) 
 
where Soi is the remaining sojourn time of a class-i request 
immediately before this class-k request arrives. Similarly, at the 
end of the sojourn time of a request, the server capacity given to 
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requests currently receiving service increases owing to the 
decrease in the number of requests that share the server 
capacity. The ratio of the sojourn time of each request before 
and after the departure of a request is also equal to the inverse 
ratio of the server capacity given to each request before and 
after the request’s departure. For example, for the end of the 
sojourn time of a class-k request, the remaining sojourn time Sni 
of each class-i request after this class-k request departs is 
reduced as: 

 
Sni = Soi * ∑ m ∗n m ∗ n 1 ∑ m ∗n /

	 ∑ m ∗n          (3) 
 
where Soi is also the remaining sojourn time of a class-i request 
immediately before this class-k request departs, and nhk does 
not include a departing request. By executing these events and 
calculations in a simulation program, the performance of the 
prioritized, limited multi-server PS system can be analyzed. In 
the simulation program, the variable time increment method, 
where the simulation time is omitted until the next event that 
causes a change in the system state occurs, such as the arrival or 
departure of a request mentioned above, is used in order to 
shorten the simulation execution time. 

At the arrival of a class-k request in server h, RST for this 
request is calculated as Srk / Ch. Then, RST reduction for this 
request at the outbreak of each event mentioned above can be 
evaluated by the duration of the omitted time from the outbreak 
of the previous event by mk /	 ∑ m ∗n . 

D. Simulation Flow  

Simulation flow of the prioritized, limited multi-server PS 
system is shown in Fig. 2. In the simulation program, the 
simulation clock is controlled by the arrival timer or service 
timer of each request that is receiving service. At the arrival of 
each class request, the time duration until the next arrival of the 
request is set into the arrival timer according to the 
predetermined arrival time distribution. Further, the service 
time (e.g., remaining sojourn time) of each arriving request 
calculated using (1) is set into the service timer. Moreover, the 
arrival time of each request is memorized in the corresponding 
variable. The sojourn time of each request in the server is 
evaluated by using these data and service end time. In addition, 
the waiting time in the service-waiting queue is evaluated by 
using these data and service start time. In the while loop of this 
simulation program, the extension or shortening of the 
remaining sojourn time of each request is calculated using (2) 
or (3) on the expiry of one of the arrival timers or service timers. 
Moreover, the service timer or arrival timer with the next 
smallest value is detected, and the time duration of this timer is 
subtracted from all the remaining timers. Therefore, in the next 
while loop this timer expires. Simultaneously, the simulation 
clock is pushed forward by this time duration in order to skip 
the insignificant simulation clock. The while loop is repeated 
until the number of arriving requests attains a predetermined 
value. 

III. EVALUATION RESULTS 

In the evaluation, class-1 (m1=4) requests, class-2 (m2=3) 
requests, and class-3 (m3=2) requests were assumed to be 
served in each server. The arrival rate, or mean service time, of 
each priority class request was assumed to be the same value. 
The two-stage Erlang inter-arrival time distribution and the 
exponential service time distribution were considered. 
Evaluation results were obtained from the average of ten 
simulation results. Approximately 140000 requests were 
produced for each class in each run. In each figure that shows 
an evaluation result, Ar represents the arrival rate and S 
represents the mean service time. 

A. Loss System 

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the mean sojourn 
times of class-1 requests (round markers), class-2 requests 
(square markers), and class-3 requests (cross markers) and the 
service facility capacities for the NSC (straight lines), RST 
(dashed lines), and NNR (dotted lines) strategies. Three servers 
were prepared, and each server had the capacity ratios of 1, 0.8, 
and 0.6. In Fig. 3, the range of the markers includes 95% of the 
reliability intervals obtained from the ten simulation runs. 
Notice that the mean sojourn time increases as the service 
facility capacity increases. The mean sojourn times of class-1 
requests and class-2 requests of the NSC strategy are smaller 
than their corresponding values obtained by the RST and NNR 
strategies. On the other hand, the mean sojourn times of class-3 
requests of the NNR strategy are smaller than their 
corresponding values obtained by the NSC and RST strategies. 
In other words, the NSC strategy extends the difference of the 
mean sojourn time between each class request, and the NNR 
strategy reduces it.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Simulation flow 
 
Fig. 4 compares the loss probabilities of each class request 

for the NSC, RST, and NNR strategies. The marker and line 

An other request 
leaves the system.

An other request 
arrives. 

Repeat

A request arrives．

The remaining sojourn time is 
extended.

The remaining sojourn time is 
reduced.

The service time is over.
The  sojourn time is calculated

The request leaves the system．

The request is dispatched to the
selected server.

The most suitable server is 
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The sojourn time is caluculated, 
and the service starts.
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